
Capture Their AttentionCapture Their Attention
Remember, the headline is the first thing your audience is going to see. Don’t bury the lead! Make sure
you don’t hide the juiciest part of your message down in your content. Bring it right up front and center.

Be Careful with ToolsBe Careful with Tools
Don’t get me wrong, headline tools are great. But they’re limited. So, take the results as data and not the
final say. Because these tools have no idea who your target market is or what you're promoting

The whole point of your headline is to get the reader curious. But not to confuse them. You want them to
read the rest of your content, not sit there confused at what your headline even means.

Don't Get CuteDon't Get Cute

Strike a BalanceStrike a Balance
You want to make sure you don’t give too much away. But you also don’t want to make it so vague that
your audience has no idea what you’re talking about.

Test It OutTest It Out
The best marketer in the world is the actual marketplace. So put your title out there and see what the
reaction is! You can always change and adapt it later

How To Write A How To Write A KillerKiller  HeadlineHeadline
5 Insider Tips to Reference Before You Write Your Next Headline5 Insider Tips to Reference Before You Write Your Next Headline

Not Just for Newspapers Anymore!Not Just for Newspapers Anymore!

Follow these guidelines, and you'll have a headline that commands attention. So you can improve more lives (and stack more cash)Follow these guidelines, and you'll have a headline that commands attention. So you can improve more lives (and stack more cash)
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